was conscious. Yet for my conversant, he agreed he would have valued being able to learn from that recent historical programme.
My third and final conversation was with a colleague in a business school which once pioneered an action-learning-based approach to post-graduate and undergraduate management education. After 25 years, this was disbanded on the grounds that it was too resource intensive. A change of deans a couple of years later produced the suggestion 'it would be great to have some action learning in the business school'. By this stage, those with the years of experience and knowledge from the previous programmes had retired, emigrated, passed away or moved on. Without their knowledge being captured and recorded, the organisation could be said to have forgotten how to integrate action learning into its teaching -a combination of conscious and unconscious unlearning.
In contrast to the first conversation (where a record is being created to deliberately avoid forgetting), the latter two conversations illustrate how easily unlearning can occur, consciously or unconsciously. Much brilliant work is done with action learning, and there is much to offer the pressing challenges in our world, as the world seems to be ever-more complex, divided and vulnerable, and is desperately in need of innovative solutions. As displayed by the many contributions to the journal's 2016 conference 'Action Learning in Challenging Times: Questioning Insight, Challenging Practice' (which is held at Ashridge Hult Business School), action learning is being used in creative ways to explore new questions, to produce fresh insights and to stimulate imaginative conversations that challenge traditional boundaries. Our plea is that these experiences and insights are recorded and shared; that action learning is researched and disseminated, so that valuable knowledge is not inadvertently unlearned or wisdom unconsciously forgotten.
